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RoverFrame™

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE (€/m)

AL932GEX Aluminium profi le 5 meter Bars 10 Bar Package 3,00

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE - PACKAGE (€)

AL851GEX Corner joint element 200 Pieces Package 42,80

External corner bead for plaster 

Aluminium profi le AL932GEX

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE (€/m)

TTPEEX Plastering corner beads 2,5 meter Bars 30 Bar Package 3,90

External corner bead for plaster in extruded rigid PVC bars with an expanded polyurethane mat for 
a permanently elastic joint with the plaster to avoid cracking due to drying or eventual adjustments 
due to thermal or mechanical stress.
The profi le is self - adhesive and the mat is specially treated to be waterproof and at the same time 
permeable to vapor thus allowing eventual moisture to dry without causing damage. 

Extruded aluminium profi le specially designed for the Roverframe System, to harbour the 20 mm wo-
oden subframe in Gaboon and for the ideal fi nish of the plaster. To be used in addition with AL851GEX 
in case of corner joint.

RoverFrame™ shoulder element
Roverframe shoulder element: 20 mm thick boards in Gaboon wood with a depth of 40 mm 
by a length of 3100 mm, ideal to manufacture Roverframe system for windows with a 68 mm 
frame. The boards have one side treated with a special resin to reduce moisture absorbtion 
during plastering.

Minimum order: 10 Bars. The boards can be ordered and are delivered in multiples of 10.

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE (€/m)

RVRCOM4030EX 20 mm thick boards in Gaboon wood 10 Bars Package (31 meters) 3,80
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20

Roverframe is Roverplastik’s subframe for the installation of the window designed to be fi t directly to the rough opening all works to be com-
pleted BEFORE the window is installed: it provides the corner beads for the plastering thus avoiding the typical damage to the window frames 
due to the fact that they are usually installed in a stage before the plastering is completed.

Minimum order: 1 package

Minimum order: 1 package

Minimum order: 1 package

Minimum order: 1 package



Joint Sealing tape TTGAEX

Joint Sealing tape TTGA3EX

Spacing assembly screw

WINDOW INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES

Joint sealing tape of polyurethane soft foam with acrylate dispersion impregnation, accessory agents 
and fi lling agents. TTGAEX can be put to universal use for the sealing of joints in structural enginee-
ring. TTGAEX is are especially used in interior work for the sealing of connection joints due to its good 
sound insulation values. Available in width of 15 mm. 

TTGA3EX is a precompressed and impregnated multifunction joint-sealing tape for the sealing of 
the inner function area and for thermal and sound insulation in the window joint seal with a single 
product. The tape meets all of the requirements of an airtight, thermal insulating and sound insulating 
sealing. Available in width of 56 mm.

Galvanised steel spacing assembly screws 
with an outer thread diameter of 7,5 mm, 
ideal for stress free fi xing of frames in multi-
tude of different materials as concrete, hol-
low and solid brick, wood, steel, aluminium 
and so on.
According to the substrate the drill hole dia-
meter the goes from 6,5 mm to 5,5 mm from 
the most to the least dense and the mini-
mum depth from 30 mm to 60 mm as repor-
ted in the fi gure.

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE (€/piece)

8BLAPTTC092EX 92 mm length spacing assembly screw 200 pieces Package 0,42

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE (€/m)

TTGAEX Frontal expanding joint sealing tape 7,5 meter Rolls 20 Roll Package (150 meter) 1,50

Minimum order: 1 package

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE (€/m)

TTGA3EX Lower expanding joint sealing tape 9,4 meter Rolls 5 Roll Package (47 meter) 5,40

Minimum order: 1 package

Hollow brick ( 5,5 mm) 

Wood ( 5,5 mm) 

Stone ( 6,5 mm) 

Solid brick ( 6,5 mm) 

Concrete ( 6,5 mm) 

Minimum depth

Minimum order: 1 package



Hybrid polymers sealant and adhesive MS ENERGY
High-quality, extremely versatile sealant and adhesive on the basis of hybrid-polymers. Good adhesion on concrete, 
masonry, plaster, wood, bricks, metals, plastics and glass. Suitable for interior and exterior connection- and movement joints 
and for sealings at building- and interior constructions.

Special foam with high elasticity Especially suitable for joints with a high degree of movement, for example structural 
expansion joints, window connection joints of big window elements etc. Tested sound insulation (joint sound absorption = 
60 dB tested by ift-Rosenheim) and fast curing.

High Elasticity foam ENERGY FLEX

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE - PACKAGE (€) PRICE - PIECE (€)

RVRMSB290P20EX White sealant MS ENERGY ml 290 20 Pieces Package 202,00 10,10

Minimum order: 1 package

CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE - PACKAGE (€) PRICE - PIECE (€)

8BLAPSEX High Elasticity foam ENERGY FLEX 12 Pieces Package 166,80 13,90

Minimum order: 1 package



RoverFrame™ INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Detail of the installation of the window on - RoverFrameTM

1) Position RoverFrameTM plumb and square and temporarily set the position with the use of wedges; 
2) mechanically fi x the RoverFrameTM to the wall by the use of spacing assembly screws (cod. 8BLAPTTC092EX);

3) seal between brick and frame using the permanently elastic, thermally and acoustically performing ENERGY FLEX PU foam 

(cod. 8BLAPSEX);  

4) apply the self adhesive transpirable corner bead for the plaster on the outer side of the frame (cod. TTPEEX), which avoids the forming of cracks 

after plastering and gives a permanently elastic joint between the frame and the plaster;

5) apply the plaster.

TTPEEX
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Depliant stampato su carta usomano naturale senza legno, a forestazione controllata 

Centro di informazione
          sul PVC
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per l’isolamento Termico 

e Acustico

Roverplastik Spa
Zona Industriale 10
38060 Volano (TN)
Tel. 0464.020101
fax 0464.020180
info@roverplastik.it
www.roverplastik.it
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